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of stone in the quarry of Hesalburi.1 For these same
works at Winchester much stone was brought from
the Hampshire quarry of Selbournc, and from the
better known quarries of the Isle of Wight, while a stone-
cutter was sent to procure material from the quarry
of Corfe. This latter was no doubt the same as the
1 hard stone of Corfe ' bought for Westminster in I278.2
With Corfe and Purbeck is associated Portland stone,
which attained its greatest fame in the hands of Wren
after the Fire of London, but was already appreciated
in the fourteenth century, when it was used in Exeter
Cathedral and at Westminster.3 Further east Sussex
possessed a number of quarries of local importance,4 and
the quarry of green sandstone at Eastbourne, from which
the great Roman walls of Pevensey and the mediaeval
castle within them were alike built, probably provided
the ' 28 stones of Burne, worked for windows of the vault
under the chapel ' at Shene in 1441.6 Another Sussex
quarry, that of Fairlight, near Hastings, supplied large
quantities of stone for Rochester Castle in 1366 and 1367.°
The list of stone brought in the latter year at Rochester
is of interest as showing the various sources from which
it was derived.7 There were bought 55 tons of Beer
freestone at prices varying from gs. to 10$. the ton,8
62 tons of Caen stone at 95., 45 tons of Stapleton free-
1	For some fourteenth- and fifteenth-century references to the
Haslebury quarries, see The Tropcnell Cartulary (Wilts. Arch. Soc.),
ii. 148-50.
2	V. C. H. Dorset, ii. 333.	3 Ibid., 339.
4	V. C. H. Sussex, ii, 230.
5	Exch. K. R. Accts., 305, no. 12.
fl Ibid., 502, no. 3.	7 Arch. Cant., ii. 112.
8 The ' pondus dolii', anglicized in other entries as ' tuntight',
seems to have been about 40 cubic feet.

